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PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 016008 ~2002!
Isosinglet down quark mixing and CP violation experiments

Donovan Hawkins and Dennis Silverman*
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, California 92697-4575

~Received 1 May 2002; published 31 July 2002!

We confront the new physics models with extra isosinglet down quarks in the newCP violation experi-

mental era with sin(2b) ande8/e measurements,K1→p1nn̄ events, andxs limits. The closeness of the new
experimental results to the standard model theory requires us to include full standard model~SM! amplitudes
in the analysis. In models allowing mixing to a new isosinglet down quark, as in E6, flavor changing neutral

currents are induced that allow aZ0 mediated contribution toB-B̄ mixing and which bring in new phases. In
(r,h), „xs ,sin(g)…, and„xs ,sin(2fs)… plots we still find much larger regions in the four down quark model than
in the SM, reaching down toh'0, 0<sin(g)<1, 20.75<sin(2a)<0.15, and sin(2fs) down to zero, all at 1s.
We elucidate the nature of the cancellation in an orderl5 four down quark mixing matrix element which
satisfies the experiments and reduces the number of independent angles and phases. We also evaluate tests of
unitarity for the 333 Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa submatrix.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.016008 PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh, 12.15.Mm, 12.60.2i
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ‘‘new physics’’ class of models we use are those w
extra isosinglet down quarks, where we take only one n
down quark as mixing significantly. An example is E6, where
there are two down quarks for each generation with only
up quark, and of which we assume only one new isosin
down quark mixes strongly. This model has shown large p

sible effects inB-B̄ mixing phases@1#. The newB factory
results on sin(2b) in the standard model~SM! range, thee8/e

experimental convergence, the newK1→p1nn̄ result, the
Dms limits near the SM prediction, and other new measu
ments require a finer analysis and a potential challeng
new physics models. In this paper we include the full S
contributions as well as the new physics contributions fr
the isosinglet down quark model to jointly analyze the co
straints from all of these experiments, as well as other fla
changing neutral current~FCNC! limits and SM Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix element constraints.

In models allowing mixing to a new isosinglet dow
quark~as in E6) flavor changing neutral currents are induc

that allow aZ0 mediated contribution toB-B̄ mixing and
which bring in new phases@1–3#. In (r,h), „xs ,sin(g)…, and
„xs ,sin(2fs)… plots we still find much larger regions than
the SM, reaching down toh'0, 0<sin(g)<1, and sin(2fs)
down to zero~below the SM range!, all at 1s limits. The
nature of the cancellation in a fourth down quark mat
elementV4d to satisfy the experiments is elucidated. We a
establish ranges for the new mixing elements to the n
isosinglet down quark, and make a simple estimate of
lower mass limit of the new down quark.

In Sec. II we introduce the scenario with more dow
quarks as in E6, truncate it to one extra down quark, intro
duce the 434 mixing matrix, and apply it toB-B̄ mixing.
Section III presents theCP violating Bd andBs decay asym-
metries, andBs mixing, including the FCNC tree diagram

*Email address: djsilver@uci.edu
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additions. Section IV presents the full SM contributions
well as the four down quark model~FDQM! amplitudes for
the CP violating and FCNCK meson experiments that ar
used. Section V presents the joint chi-squared analysis
results for the SM and FDQM model for the various plo
listed above. Section VI presents the sizes or limits on
matrix elements, mixing angles, phases, FCNC coupli
and unitarity quadrangles. Section VII lists the conclusio
and projects what the next down quark mass limit might

II. ISOSINGLET DOWN QUARK MIXING MODEL

Groups such as E6 with extra SU(2)L singlet down quarks
@4# give rise to flavor changing neutral currents~FCNC!
through the mixing of four or more down quarks@3,5–8#.
The initial quarks of definite weak isospin in E6, for each
generation are the left handed isodoublet (uiL

0 ,diL
0 ), their

right handed isosingletsuiR
0 anddiR

0 , and the yet to be found
isosinglet pairsDiL

0 andDiR
0 .

We can take the initial up quark matrix to be the ma
eigenstates, soui

05ui , giving Vu5I 333. The down quarks
(di

0 ,Di
0), which correspond to the same generations asui ,

mix to form mass eigenstates (di ,Di) via the matrixVd(6
36), wherediL

0 5Vi j
d djL . The weak interaction charged cu

rent matrix is thenU5Vu†3Vd, the 336 matrix that is the
upper three rows ofVd. The lower three rows ofVd are the
three linear combinations of (di ,Di) that are the isosingle
Di

0 which cannot couple to up quarks by the weak inter
tions.

We truncate theVd matrix to the 434 matrix using only
theD quark that mixes most~and dropping the superscriptd
on Vd), giving the four down quark model~FDQM!. Calling
the new down quark mixtureD, the weak charged currents o
D to u, c, and t quarks areVtD5s34, VcD5s24e

2 id24, and
VuD5s14e

2 id14, which are in the fourth column. The fourt
row gives the linear combination that is the initial isosing
DL

0 . The complete 434 mixing matrix was given previously
@9,10#. The leading terms in the 434 down quark mixing
matrix with 6 angles and 3 phases are
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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S d s b D

c12c34 s12c34 s13e
2 id13 s14e

2 id14

2s12 1 s23 s24e
2 id24

~s12s232s13e
id13! 2s23 1 s34

V4d V4s V4b V44

D , ~1!
gs

i
rk

y

rk

he

nd
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mix-
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-

m-

ig-

SM

b

where, to leading order in new angles,

V4d* 52s14e
2 id141s24e

2 id24s122s34~s12s232s13e
2 id13!, ~2!

V4s* 52s24e
2 id242s14e

2 id14s121s34~s231s12s13e
2 id13!,

~3!

V4b* 52s342s24e
2 id24s232s14e

2 id14s13e
id13. ~4!

A. FCNC in Z0 couplings from extra isosinglet down quarks

The FCNC amplitudes are given in terms of the mixin
V4i to form the isosinglet down quark by@5#

2Ui j [V4i* V4 j for iÞ j . ~5!

The FCNC couplings of the down quarks to theZ0 are then
given by

L FCNC
Z 52

e

2sinuWcosuW
Ui j d̄iLgmdjLZm . ~6!

The flavor changing neutral currents are@7,8# 2Usd

5V4s* V4d , 2Usb5V4s* V4b , and2Ubd5V4b* V4d .
The diagonal neutral current couplings are reduced

strength by the amplitudes into the isosinglet down qua
becoming

L NC
Z 52

e

2sinuWcosuW
(

i
~12uV4i u2!d̄iLgmdiLZm . ~7!

The FCNC with tree levelZ0 mediated exchange ma
contribute part ofBd

0-B̄d
0 mixing and ofBs

0-B̄s
0 mixing, and

the constraints leave a range of values for the fourth qua
mixing parameters. As shown in Fig. 1,Bd

0-B̄d
0 mixing may

occur by theb̄-d quarks in aBd annihilating to a virtualZ
through a FCNC with amplitudeUbd , and the virtualZ then
creatingb-d̄ quarks through another FCNC, again with am
plitude Ubd , which then becomes aB̄d meson.

FIG. 1. The SM second order weak box diagram plus the dou

FCNC vertex tree diagram with an intermediateZ0 for Bd-B̄d

mixing.
01600
n
s,

’s

-

If the FCNC amplitudes are a large contributor to t

Bd-B̄d mixing, they introduce three new mixing angles a
two new phases over the standard model~SM! into theCP
violating B decay asymmetries. The size of the contributi
of the FCNC amplitudeUdb as one side of the unitarity
quadrangle is less than 0. 15 of the unit baseuVcdVcbu at the
1-s level ~see Sec. VI!, but we have found@3,5,7,8# that it
can contribute as large an amount toBd-B̄d mixing as does
the standard model. The new phases can appear in this
ing and give total phases different from that of the stand
model inCP violating B decay asymmetries@7–9,11,12#.

For Bd-B̄d mixing with the four down quark inducedb-d
coupling,Udb , we have@9#

xd5~2GF/3A2!BBf B
2mBhBtBuUstd2db

2 1Udb
2 u, ~8!

where withyt5mt
2/mW

2 ,

Ustd2db
2 [@a/~4p sin2uW!#yt f 2~yt!~Vtd* Vtb!2, ~9!

andxd5DmBd
/GBd

5tBd
DmBd

. In order to compare magni

tudes, in the SM,Ustd2db
2 50.5031026(12r1 ih)2.

TheCP violating decay asymmetries depend on the co
bined phases of theBd

0-B̄d
0 mixing and theb quark decay

amplitudes into final states of definiteCP. Since we have
found thatZ mediated FCNC processes may contribute s
nificantly to Bd

0-B̄d
0 mixing, the phases ofUdb would be

important. The FCNC amplitudeUdb to leading order in the
new angles is

Udb5~2s342s24s23e
id24!~s34Vtd* 1s14e

2 id142s24e
2 id24s12!,

~10!

whereVtd'(s12s232s13e
id13), andVub5s13e

2 id13.

III. MIXING AND CP VIOLATING DECAY ASYMMETRIES
IN THE FOUR DOWN QUARK MODEL

With new additive contributions toCP violating decay
asymmetries, the asymmetries are no longer sines of

le
8-2
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ISOSINGLET DOWN QUARK MIXING AND CP . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 016008 ~2002!
unitarity triangle angles. However, they are still sines of
overall phases of the amplitudes in the asymmetries. We
lyze the FDQM with the present data, and also show p
jected results for three different sin(2a) values of21.0, 0,
and 11.0, which are allowed under the FDQM, althoug
sin(2a)561 are not allowed by the SM at 2s.

A. sin„2b… and sin„2a…

In the four down quark model we use ‘‘sin(2a)’’ and
‘‘sin(2b)’’ to denote results of the appropriateBd decayCP
violating asymmetries, but since the mixing amplitudes
superpositions, the experimental results for these asym
tries are not directly related to angles in a triangle. Be
imaginary parts of pure complex exponentials, they are s
of phase angles. The asymmetries with FCNC contributi
included are~for B̄ mixing to B before decay!

sin~2b![AB
d
0→CK

s
0

5ImF ~Ustd2db
2 1Udb

2 !

uUstd2db
2 1Udb

2 u

~Vcb* Vcs!

~VcbVcs* !

~Vus* Vud!

~VusVud* !
G

~11!

sin~2a![2AB
d
0→p1p2

52ImF ~Ustd2db
2 1Udb

2 !

uUstd2db
2 1Udb

2 u

~Vub* Vud!

~VubVud* !
G ~12!

with Ustd2db
2 defined in Eq.~9!. The same mixing phas

occurs in both asymmetries, times the squares of the diffe
decay phases. We take the Moriond results for sin(2b) from
Babar @13# and Belle@14,15# to give the weighted averag
sin(2b)50.7860.08.

B. sin„g…

In the four down quark model, what we mean by ‘‘sin(g)’’
is the result of the experiments which would give this va
able in the SM@16,17#, as in Bs

0→Ds
1K2. Here, the four

down quark model involves more complicated amplitud
and ‘‘sin(g)’’ is not simply sin(d13):

sin~g![ImF ~Ustd2sb
2 1Usb

2 !

uUstd2sb
2 1Usb

2 u

~Vub* Vcs!

uVub* Vcsu

~Vcb* Vus!

uVcb* Vusu
G ,

~13!

where

Ustd2sb
2 [@a/~4psinuW

2 !#yt f 2~yt!~Vts* Vtb!2. ~14!

In the SM,Ustd2sb
2 51031026.

C. The ‘‘frequency’’ of Bs oscillations,xs

In the four down quark model,xs is no longer the simple
ratio of two CKM matrix elements, but now involves th
Z-mediated annihilations and exchange amplitudes as w
Here we avoid the full theoretical uncertainty onBBf B

2 , by
01600
e
a-
-

e
e-

g
es
s

nt

-

,

ll.

taking the ratio ofxs to xd , which is better calculated theo
retically, and in which we have also included the FCNC w
Z0 exchange

xs5
Dms

GBs

51.35xd

uUstd2sb
2 1Usb

2 u

uUstd2db
2 1Udb

2 u
. ~15!

We now include the amplitude method analysis of LE
with SLD to assign aDx2 for eachDms calculated in the
angular parameter grid@18#.

D. The Bs decay asymmetry, sin„2fs…

In the standard model,Bs mixing involves (Vts* Vtb)2

which is almost exactly real, and the leading decay proc
of b→cc̄s has no significant phase from the decay which
proportional toVcb

2 . Thus almost noCP violating phase de-
velops in the most likelyBs decays. This occurs in the de
caysBs→J/Cf, Bs→Ds

1Ds
2 , andBs→J/CKS . The near

vanishing of this asymmetry is a test of the SM@6#. Below,
we will find a strange twist on this, since the FDQM wi
include a range that includes values smaller than the
range, and does not exceed it. In the SM the anglefs is the
small angle in theb-s unitarity triangle, and its nonzero
value indicates CP violation.

In the four down quark model, theCP violating Bs decay
asymmetry is~for the mixing toJ/cf or Ds

1Ds
2 without the

final KS)

sin~2fs!52ImS ~Ustd2sb
2 1Usb

2 !

uUstd2sb
2 1Usb

2 u

~Vcb* Vcs!

~VcbVcs* !
D , ~16!

which includes the double FCNCZ0 exchange proportiona
to Ubs

2 . Because of the additional flavor changing term,
the four down quark model, the angle given by the abo
asymmetry will not generally be an angle in a triangle.

IV. FOUR DOWN QUARK MODEL AMPLITUDES
IN KAON EXPERIMENTS

A. FCNC as an addition to penguin plus box amplitudes

SinceCP violation and FCNC experiments withK me-
sons are approaching the SM range and also limit FC
amplitudes, we now include the full SM amplitudes with th
FCNCZ0 exchange amplitudes as well. TheK meson experi-
ments aree, K1→p1nn̄, KL→mm, and we now add the
recent and fairly well determined results for Re(e/e8).

We use the amplitudes determined by Buras@19,20#. In
order to reconcile the notation between us and Buras
Silvestrini @21#, we relate theirZds to our Usd by taking

Zds52S p2

A2GFmW
2 D Usd , ~17!

as implied by their definitions in Lagrangians.
In the following formulas,B0 is the DS51 box ampli-

tude,S0 is theDS52 box amplitude,C0 is theZ0 penguin
8-3
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amplitude,D0 is the off-shell photon penguin~with D08 being
the on-shell amplitude!, andE0 is the off-shell gluon penguin
(E08 being on-shell!. Gauge independent combinations are

X05C024B0 ~18!

Y05C02B0 ~19!

Z05C01
1

4
D0 . ~20!

For mt5170 GeV andmc51.25 GeV, for example, thes
quantities are S0(xt)52.46, S0(xc)5xc , S0(xc ,xt)
50.0022, X051.57, Y051.02, Z050.71, E050.26, D08
50.38, andE0850.19.

The FCNCZ0 exchange with amplitudeUds can be added
to thed-s Penguin amplitude with theZ0 by the substitution

l tC0~xt!→l tC0~xt!2
p2

A2GFMW
2

Usd , ~21!

to obtain the SM plus FCNC result.

B. Indirect CP violation in epsilon

In K-K̄ mixing, the small indirectCP violation is given
throughueu @19#,

ueu5
1

A2DMK

uImM12u, ~22!

where we include the substitution from Eq.~21!:

M125
GF

2

12p2
FK

2 B̂KmK0MW
2 @lc*

2h1S0~xc!1l t*
2h2S0~xt!

12lc* l t* h3S0~xc ,xt!#2
A2GF

12
FK

2 B̂KmK0Usd
2 .

~23!

The short distance QCD corrections factors in NLO are@19#
h151.3860.20, h250.5760.01, andh350.4760.04, and
we useB̂K50.8560.13.

C. Direct CP violation in Re„e8Õe…

The directCP violation in K0 decays, Re(e8/e), has re-
ceived more accurate measurements that are definitely
zero. The average of KTeV@22# and NA48 @23# gives
Re(e8/e)517.362.4, where the error has been increased
A(x2/d f). The sum of the SM@19,20# plus FCNC amplitude
from Eq. ~21! is

Re~e8/e!5Im l tFe82
p2

A2GFMW
2

Im Usd@PX1PY1PZ#,

~24!

where
01600
n-

y

Fe85P01PXX0~xt!1PYY0~xt!1PZZ0~xt!1PEE0~xt!.
~25!

The P’s are functions ofB6
1/251.060.3, B8

3/250.860.2, and
LMS

(4)
5340650 MeV @19#.

D. K¿\p¿nn̄

The recent detection of two events inK1→p1nn̄ has
produced the experimental result@24#

BRexpt~K1→p1nn̄!5~1.5720.82
11.75!310210 ~26!

compared to the SM range@25# of (0.7260.21)310210. The
Poisson probability for the angle parameters is converted
chi-squared form@26# which is convolved into the totalx2

formula. For this experiment using a logarithmic prior, wi
23nobs54 degrees of freedom@26#, the addition tox2 is

x252^n&523~2 events!3
BRcalc

BRexpt
. ~27!

The sum of the SM@19# plus FCNC contributions is obtaine
by using Eq.~21!:

BRcalc~K1→p1nn̄!

5r KBR~K1→p0e1n!
a2

uVusu22p2sin4uW

3F2UlcXNL
e 1l tX~xt!2

p2

A2GFMW
2

UsdU2

1UlcXNL
t 1l tX~xt!2

p2

A2GFMW
2

UsdU2G .

~28!

Here, X(xt)5hxX0(xt), etc., and@27# hx50.994. Without
the SM, the contribution of theZ0 exchange alone with am
plitude Usd is x251.613109uUsdu2.

E. KL\µ¿µÀ

The short distance weak FCNC contribution toKL→mm
constrains Re(Uds) and is given from@28# after including
Eq. ~21!:

BR~KL→m1m2!

5BR~K1→m1n!
tKL

tK1

a2

uVusu2p2sin4uW

3S RelcYNL1Rel tY~xt!2
p2

A2GFMW
2

ReUsdD 2

.

~29!

Here,Y(xt)5hyY0, and @27# hY51.012. The long distance
contribution has been analyzed@29#. We make the 1s limit
8-4
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ISOSINGLET DOWN QUARK MIXING AND CP . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 016008 ~2002!
conservatively as the sum of the 1s experimental limit plus
the 1s long distance estimate@29#.

From the aboveK meson formulas, the error formula
were generated usingMATHEMATICA .

V. JOINT CHI-SQUARED ANALYSIS OF THE SM
AND THE FDQM EXPERIMENTS

FCNC experiments put limits on the new mixing angl
and constrain the possibility of new physics contributing
Bd

0-B̄d
0 and Bs

0-B̄s
0 mixing. Here we jointly analyze all con

straints on the 434 mixing matrix obtained by assumin
only one of the SU(2)L singlet down quarks mixes appreci
bly @7#. We use the seven experiments for the 333 CKM
submatrix elements@2#, which include those on the thre
matrix elementsVus ,Vub ,Vcb of theu andc quark rows;ueu;
Bd-B̄d mixing (xd); the new limits onDms , or xs ; and the
new measurements for sin(2b). For studying FCNC, we in-
clude Vud and Vcd , the bound onB→mmXs ~which con-
strainsb→s), the two events inK1→p1nn̄ @12,26,30#, and
Rb in Z0→bb̄ @12# ~which directly constrains theV4b mixing
element!. FCNC experiments will bound the three amp
tudesUds , Usb , andUbd which contain three new mixing
angles and three phases. We use the mass of the top qua
mt5174 GeV. We also add FCNC constraints fromKL
→mm, now including the large long distance error, and t
new and more convergent results fore8/e from NA48 @23#
and KTeV@22#.

Related analyses including both SM and FDQM amp
tudes in kaon constraints by Barenboim, Botella and Viv
@31,32# precede this work. We have applied a fullx2 analysis
rather than just 95% C.L. bounds, and have included the n
larger and more exact sin(2b) results, as well as newK1

→p1nn̄, e8/e results, and new and fullxs data. We have
also included an analysis of the 434 mixing matrix param-
eters and found a crucial cancellation in one of the ma
elements.

We use a method for combining the Bayesian Pois
distribution for the average for the two observed events
K1→p1nn̄ @24,26# with the chi-squared distribution from
the other experiments. This treats the two events with a lo
rithmic Bayesian prior as four degrees of freedom. This gi
a total of ten additional experimental degrees of freedom
the FDQM.

In maximum likelihood correlation plots, we use for ax
two output quantities which are dependent on the mix
matrix angles and phases, such as (r,h), and for each pos-
sible bin with given values for these, we search through
nine dimensional angular data set of the 434 down quark
mixing angles and phases, finding all sets which give res
in the bin, and then put into that bin the minimumx2 among
them. To present the results, we then draw contours at
eral x2 in this two dimensional plot corresponding to give
confidence levels.

A. Standard model „sin„2a…,sin„2b…… plot—present constraints

For the SM we takel5Vus as fixed and then use the s
experiments on the 333 CKM matrix elements named
01600
k as

-
s

w,

x

n
n

a-
s
r

g

e

ts

v-

above with three parameters to give three degrees of f
dom. In the figures we show thex2 contours with confidence
levels ~C.L.! at values equivalent to 1s, 90% C.L. (1.64s),
and 2s. The new BaBar@33# and Belle@14,15# average is
sin(2b)50.7860.08. This givesb525.6°27.4°

14.0° . From Fig. 2
for the SM we see that the sin(2b) range is from 0.63 to 0.96
at 2s, centered around the experimental average of 0.78.
SM sin(2a) range at 2s is from 20.90 to10.57.

B. Four down quark model „sin„2a…,sin„2b……
plots—present limits

In the FDQM analysis including FCNC experiment
there are 17 experimental degrees of freedom, minus 9
rameters, giving 8 remaining degrees of freedom. In cont
to the SM, for the FDQM in Fig. 3, almost the entire regio
sin(2b).0.48 is allowed at 2s, and sin(2b) can be as low as
0.55 at 1s. In the FDQM, all values of sin(2a) are allowed.
In this case, the larger 1s range for sin(2b) than from the
direct experimental measurement is an effect of including
many experiments in the joint fit.

C. Standard model with comparison experiments„r,h… plot

Here we depart from the analysis of the SM experime
alone to show the effects of the additional threeK meson
experiments, namelyK1→p1nn̄, KL→mm, and e8/e.

FIG. 2. The„sin(2a),sin(2b)… plot for the standard model with
contours at 1s, 90% C.L., and 2s with present data.

FIG. 3. The„sin(2a),sin(2b)… plot for the FDQM with contours
at 1s, 90% C.L., and 2s.
8-5
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While they are not needed in the SM analysis, they are
cluded in the FDQM analysis. In this case, there are 13
perimental degrees of freedom, minus 4 parameters, givi
net 9 degrees of freedom. Contours are at 1s, 90% C.L., and
2s. The three newK meson experimental contours for th
SM are shown in Fig. 4. Fore8/e, the lower 1s contour is
the horizontal dot-dashed line, where the central cont
would be a horizontal line ath51.1. ForKL→mm the solid
vertical line atr520.66 is the lower 1s contour with the
central contour being a vertical line atr50.9, which is not
shown. This includes conservatively a large and uncer
long distance effect@29#. ForK1→p1nn̄ the dotted contour
giving an additionalx251 is the arc of the circle centere
about (r,h)5(1.3,0). It is not quite as restrictive in the SM
as the 90% C.L. from thexs or Dms limit, which is shown as
the dotted quarter-circle about (r,h)5(1.0,0). For the rest
of the SM analysis we drop these three newK meson experi-
ments.

D. Standard model: „r,h… plot

For the SM (r,h) plot in Fig. 5, the jointx2 enclosed

FIG. 4. The (r,h) plot for the SM with three comparison kao
experiments added, with jointx2 contours at 1s, 90% C.L., and
2s. The light lines are for the kaon experiments and are descr
in the text.

FIG. 5. The (r,h) plot for the standard model, showing the 1s,
90% C.L., and 2s contours of the joint fit, and the central and 1s
contours of the various constraints.
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contours are at 1s, 90% C.L., and 2s. The half-circles about
(r,h)5(0,0) are the center and 1s contours for
uVub* Vud /Vcb* Vcdu. The hyperbolas are the center and 1s con-
tours for e. The quarter circles about (r,h)5(1,0) are for
uVtdu from xd in Bd-B̄d mixing. The lines emanating from
(r,h)5(1,0) are the central and 1s limits for sin(2b). The
Dms 90% circular arc is shown as the dashed quarter-cir
although the analysis weights eachDms or eachVtd in x2.
We see the effects of thexs5(Dms /Gs)51.35xduVts /Vtdu2

lower bound in the SM limiting the length ofVtd

}A(12r)21h2 and cutting offr for r,0.

E. Four down quark model: „r,h… plots

As in the SM, the plottedr andh are taken as the coor
dinates ofVub* , scaling the base of theb-d unitarity quad-
rangle to unity

r1 ih[Vub* Vud /uVcb* Vcdu. ~30!

The unitaritity quadrangle is given by

Vub* Vud1Vcb* Vcd1Vtb* Vtd1V4b* V4d50 ~31!

where the last term has limitsuUbd /Vcb* Vcdu<0.15, as will
be shown later. The near half circles ing5d5d13 (Vub*
5s13e

id13) at present are due tod14 or d24 ~which are related!
becoming some of the source of the observedCP violation
in e, so thatd13 is less constrained. Then,d13 can be closer to
zero or 180° so thath can also be small or zero. For pro
jected sin(2a)511, 0, or 21, we see regions extended b
yond the SM regions, which also allowh to be small~see
Fig. 6!. Examining the effect of each newK experiment

d

FIG. 6. The (r,h) plots for the four down quark model from
~a! present data, and for projected sin(2a) values of21, 0, and 1.
Contours are at 1s, 90% C.L., and 2s.
8-6
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separately, we find that theK1→p1nn̄ result eliminates the
large 1s negativeh rings from the previous analysis@1#.

F. Fraction of the new FCNC amplitude in e

In order to display how the FCNCZ0 exchange with the
new phases inUds can account for theCP violation in eK ,
we plot the ratio of the FCNC contribution to the experime
tal result. In Fig. 7, (eFCNC/ueexptu) is shown against the
phase ofVub* , which is d13. In Fig. 7, while eFCNC cannot
account for the entiree result, it can account for 60% of it a
a 1s confidence level.

G. Standard model: „xs ,sin„g…… plots

xs is determined in the SM from

xs51.35xd~ uVtsu/uVtdu!2. ~32!

The largest error arises from the uncertainty inuVtdu, which
follows from the present 15% uncertainty inABBf B5230
635 MeV from lattice calculations@34#. In the SM, theB
factory measurements construct a rigid triangle from
knowledge ofa and b, and removes this uncertainty ing
andxs in the future.

From present data for the SM„xs ,sin(g)… plot in Fig. 8,
the limits at 2s are 0.56<sin(g)<0.99, and 16<xs<48. Be-
cause of the approximately linear relation betweenxs and
sin(g), an exactxs measurement (}1/uVtdu2) can strongly
constrain sin(g) to 60.07 in the SM.

H. Four down quark model: „xs ,sin„g…… plots

In the FDQM, the sin(g) range goes down to zero at 1s,
or 20.4 at 2s ~Fig. 9!, sinceh now goes down to zero at 1s
or to 20.2 at 2s wherer'20.5. A larger sin(g) range is
thus allowed in the FDQM than in the SM. Thexs allowed
region in the FDQM is 16 to 60 at 1s or to 80 at 2s, which
is also larger than the 2s xs range of 48 in the standar
model. In the FDQM, there is not an approximately line
relation between sin(g) andxs as there is in the SM. Thus a
accurate measurement ofxs still leaves a very large region o

FIG. 7. The ratio (eFCNC/ueexptu) of the contribution of the
FCNC amplitude toeK as a function of the angled13.
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sin(g) available in the FDQM. A subsequent sin(g) measure-
ment will be needed to distinguish between the two mod

I. The decay asymmetry fromBs mixing, sin„2fs…

fs is the small angle in theb-s unitarity triangle given by

Vcb* Vcs1Vtb* Vts1Vub* Vus50. ~33!

FIG. 8. The (xs ,sing) plot for the standard model with presen
limits with contours at 1s, 90% C.L., and 2s.

FIG. 9. The„xs ,sin(g)… plots for the four down quark mode
from ~a! present data, and~b!, ~c!, and ~d! for B factory cases for
values of sin(2a) as labeled.
8-7
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In Wolfenstein terms this is

~Al2!31113@2Al22Al4~r1 ih!#

1@Al3~r1 ih!#3l50. ~34!

Then, sin(fs)5Al4h/Al25l2h. This is small in the standard
model where sin(2fs)52l2h50.10h, or at 2s

0.030<sin~2fs!<0.060. ~35!

In the FDQM, as seen in Fig. 10,20.2<sin(2fs)<0.065 at
2s, and down to zero at 1s. Here the range continues dow
to zero sinceh can go down to zero. Hence, a value
sin(2fs) less than 0. 03 would signify a deviation from th
SM.

J. Fourth side of the unitarity quadrangle Ubd

Unitarity of theb-d columns has four terms, which ma
be written as

Vub* Vud1Vcb* Vcd1Vtb* Vtd2Ubd50, ~36!

since2Ubd5V4b* V4d . ~We useUdb5Ubd* .! As the unitarity
triangle is scaled byuVcb* Vcdu to make a unit base, the com
plex plot of Ubd is also so scaled. The length of th
Ubd /uVcb* Vcdu side, as plotted in Fig. 11, is thus less th
0.15, compared to the unit base in the (r,h) plot, and prefers
possibly a more vertical direction. The accuracy of ang
and sides of the unitarity triangle must and should reach
accuracy for a good test of the SM.

FIG. 10. The„xs ,sin(2fs)… plot for theBs asymmetry sin(2fs)
in the four down quark model for present data, with contours ats,
90% C.L., and 2s.
01600
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VI. SIZE OF THE MIXING MATRIX ELEMENTS
AND MIXING ANGLES

A. Bound from Z0\bb̄

The weak isovector part ofZ0→bb̄ is reduced by (1
2uV4bu2) through

Vb52
1

2
~12uV4bu2!1

2

3
sin2uW1

1

3
r t ,

Ab52
1

2
~12uV4bu2!1

1

3
r t , ~37!

Gstd~Z0→bb̄!

5
CQCDGFmZ

3

6A2p
@~Vb!21~Ab!2#, ~38!

where CQCD53(1.0385), and r t50.0094 for mt
5174 GeV. Present data and theory give

Rb
exp50.2164260.00073 ~39!

Rb
theory50.215860.0003. ~40!

We note that theuV4bu effect is to decreaseRb , while the
experiment is about 1s above the theory. To lowest order i
uV4bu the FDQM effect is

Gbb̄
std1FCNC

Gbb̄
std 5~122.29uV4bu2!. ~41!

FIG. 11. The complex plot ofUdb scaled to make it the fourth
side of the unitarity quadrangle in theb-d unitarity plot.
8-8
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This gives a contribution tox2 of

x25~0.8210.683103uV4bu2!2. ~42!

This x2 is used as a constraint on all angle choices in the
Taking the 90% C.L. limit atx25(1.64)2 gives the bound on
uV4bu from Rb alone ofuV4bu'us34u<0.035.

B. 3D matrix element Lego plot

From the 2s surface in the 3D space of the magnitudes
the matrix elements involved in the FCNC, Fig. 12, we c
see the limits and ranges of two of the matrix elements.
5% accuracy,V4d52s14e

id14, and its magnitude ranges from
0.035 to 0.085 at 2s. To 10% accuracy,V4b52s34, and its
magnitude ranges up to 0.020 at 2s. The third FCNC matrix
element,uV4su, is bounded by 0.0004. This requires a fi
cancellation between its two components in (2s24e

id24

2s12s14e
id14), such thats24's12s14 and d245d141p to get

the cancelling minus sign. This means that there is eff
tively only one new phase, which we may consider asd14.
From the cancellation,s24 ranges from 0.009 to 0.017 at 2s.
The cancellation is to about 1/20 of the value ofs24. The
third term in V4s , s34(s231s12s13e

id13), then contributes
<0.0009, which is the same order as the partly cance
terms. The cancellation does not mean fine tuning since
could have parametrizedV4s by a single angle instead. How
ever, the incredibly small size ofuV4su<l5 could be consid-
ered a fine tuning itself. In comparison to the SM CK
matrix we should note that keeping the leading terms in
real and imaginary parts,Vcs511 iA2l6h, Vcd52l
2 iA2l5h, and Vts52Al22 iAl4h. So even in the stan
dard model there are matrix elements whose imaginary p
are as small as O(l4), O(l5), and O(l6).

FIG. 12. The Lego plot for the heightuV4bu's34 at 2s, on the
base ofuV4su ~units 1023) vs uV4du's14.
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In Wolfenstein terms,uV4du's14'l2, s24's12s14'l3,
uV4bu's34,l2/2, but uV4su<l5. The sequence may violat
the heirarchical expectation from the 333 CKM matrix.

In the double FCNCZ0 exchange amplitude inBd-B̄d
mixing, via

Udb52V4d* V4b's14e
2 id14s34, ~43!

it is only thed14 phase in (Udb)
2'e22id14 that can add to the

SM box diagram term with its phase of (Vtd* )2.

C. Phases

The cancellation inV4s to make it small requiresd24
'd141p. Thus we can display the phases in a two dime
sional plot ofd14 vs d13, as in Fig. 13. Whend13 is in its SM
range of 40°@sin(g)50.64# to 70° @sin(g)50.94# the SM
terms can be dominant and the small FCNC amplitudes
low eachd14 equally. For certain values ofd14, near 80° and
270°, the new physics amplitudes can be dominant andd13
can be large, leading to the enlarged (r,h) contours that can
reachh'0 and extend beyond tod13<200° at 2s.

D. FCNC phase structure

Using theV4s cancellation structure withs245s12s14 and
d245d141p, we can rewrite theV4i matrix elements in
terms of just one phase in the leading terms

V4d'2s14e
id24's14e

id14 ~44!

V4b'2s34 ~45!

V4s'~s242s12s14!e
id141s34s23. ~46!

To leading order, it is clear that only the two new phases~of
which only one is effectively independent! are included in

FIG. 13. Contour plot ofd14 vs d13 with contours at 1s, 90%
C.L., and 2s.
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the V4i , and therefore in theUi j and in the FCNC ampli-
tudes. The SM phased13 does not appear in the leading term
of Ui j .

The FCNC couplings, using the cancellation relations,

Uds52s14@~s242s12s14!1s34s23e
2 id14#, ~47!

Usb5s34@~s242s12s14!e
2 id141s34s23#, ~48!

Udb5s14s34e
2 id14. ~49!

We note that whiles14 ands24 are nonzero, the cancellatio
in V4s and the ability ofs34 to vanish still allow allUi j to
vanish.

E. Variable determination

In general for the three complex matrix elementsV4i , one
would expect three magnitudes and three phases. In d
mining these from the2Ui j 5V4i* V4 j however, one overal
phase would not appear experimentally, due to theV* V
structure of theUi j . So we can at best determine three ma
nitudes and two phases from theUi j . This agrees with the
three new angles and two new phases introduced in th
34 unitary matrix where an extra phase has been remo
for the definition of the newD0 down quark. Whereas th
threeUi j may seem to contain three real and imaginary pa
to be determined, they are not independent, since there is
restriction between them, namely that the product

UdsUsbUbd5uV4du2uV4su2uV4bu2 ~50!

is real. So again, we are left with three magnitudes and
phases that can be determined by experiments involving
FCNC amplitudes, which allows us to determine the th
new angles and two new phases, just from low energy
periments involving theUi j .

With sufficient energy to produce oneD quark, the angles
si4 can each be determined separately by the combined w
production ofūD, c̄D or t̄ D pairs, or from the similar de-
cays of theD quarks.

The cancelation inV4s has relateds245ls14 and d24
5d141p. Thus there are only effectively two independe
new angles and one new phase to be determined from
five independent components of theUi j , leading to an over-
constrained system. Finding a consistent solution is the
test of the FDQM. Of course, if more variables are found
be needed, the mixings to five or six down quarks wo
have to be considered. The present fits have found non
values fors14 and its relateds24. Yet s34 may still be small or
vanish, and the one new independent phase is still to
determined, although its determination is coupled to tha
the CKM d13 phase.

F. Unitarity tests on the CKM submatrix

Contained in the 434 analysis are tests of the unitarity o
the 333 CKM submatrix contained in the 434 FDQM mix-
ing matrix. The FCNC couplingsUds , Usb , andUdb mea-
sure the deviations from orthogonality of the columns of
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CKM submatrix, ind-s, s-b, and d-b projections, respec-
tively. Their sizes will be discussed in Sec. VI G under u
tarity quadrangles.

Bounds on the size of theuV4i u, i51, 2, 3, bound the
deviation from unity of the sum of the squares of the thr
CKM elements in each column

12~ uVuiu21uVciu21uVti u2!5uV4i u2. ~51!

Similarly, for the rows, theusi4u2 measure the deviation from
unity for the sum of the squares of the CKM row elemen

For thed column oru row, sinceuV4du>s14'0.035 to 0.
085, unitarity of the CKM three elements of thed column or
u row is off by

0.0012<uV4du2<0.0072, or ~52!

0.5l4<uV4du2<3l4. ~53!

For thes column, sinceuV4su<0.4031023, the deviation
from unitarity of the CKM submatrix is bounded by

uV4su2<0.163102650.6l10. ~54!

For theb column or t row, sinceuV4bu>s34<0.020, the
deviation from unitarity of the CKM submatrix is bounde
by

uV4bu2<0.0004050.17l4'l5. ~55!

For thec row, sinces24>s12s145ls14, the deviation of
the CKM from unitarity is a multiple of theu row result from
s14

0.5l6<us24u2<3l6. ~56!

Finally, the deviation ofuV44u2 from unity is an overall
measure of mixing to the fourth down quark

12uV44u25s14
2 1s24

2 1s34
2 . ~57!

The right-hand side is dominated bys14
2 giving

uV44u2512~0.5→3!l4. ~58!

G. Unitarity quadrangle completion

1. b-d quadrange

The orthogonality relation between theb and d columns
of the 434 mixing matrix is

Vub* Vud1Vcb* Vcd1Vtb* Vtd2Udb* 50. ~59!

The fourth side of theb-d unitarity quadrangle, scaled t
make the base of unit length, isUdb* /uVcd* Vcbu. From Fig. 11,
we see that the length of the FCNC quadrangle side is<0.15
in the vertical or imaginary direction, and<0.06 in the hori-
zontal or real direction. The sides of theb-d unitarity quad-
rangle can be written in a modified Wolfenstein form as
8-10
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Vub* Vud5Al3~r1 ih!, ~60!

Vcb* Vcd52Al3, ~61!

V4b* V4d52Udb* 52s14s34e
id14 ~62!

[Al4~f1 ic!, and ~63!

Vtb* Vtd5Al3@12r2 ih2l~f1 ic!#, ~64!

where we have introducedf1 ic into 2Udb* with a coeffi-
cient to make the scaled quadrangleA independent. An ex-
ample of the scaledb-d quadrangle is shown in Fig. 14. W
see that unitarity requires that the length of the FCNC c
pling side2Udb* has to be cancelled by another triangle s
to close the triangle, and that occurs inVtb* Vtd having an
addition to the SM formula. The area of theb-d unitarity
quadrangle is computed by adding the areas of three
triangles and a rectangle

Area~b2d!5A2l6@h1~12r!c#/2. ~65!

We note that if either or bothh and c are nonzero,CP is
violated, and the quadrangle has a nonzero area, analogo
the SM unitarity triangle result. However, as we will s
below, the area of theb-d quadrangle is different from thos
of the other unitarity quadrangles by thec term above.

2. s-b quadrangle

The unitarity orthogonality between thes andb columns
for the s-b quadrangle is

Vus* Vub1Vcs* Vcb1Vts* Vtb2Usb50. ~66!

The first term isAl4(r2 ih), the second term isAl2, and
the third term is2Al2, to leading order. If we scale the bas
to unit length by dividing byAl2, then the first term side is
of order 0. 02 in length. From Fig. 15, the fourth side
scaledUsb is of order 0. 0001, or 0.5% of the small third sid
of the triangle. The enclosed angle is then the same as in
SM, fs5l2h, and the triangle’s or quadrangle’s area
A2l6h/2.

3. d-s quadrangle

The orthogonality relation between thed ands columns is

Vud* Vus1Vcd* Vcs1Vtd* Vts2Uds50. ~67!

FIG. 14. Theb-d unitarity quadrangle scaled byAl3, with sides
given as above.
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The largest sides of thed-s unitarity quadrangle are of lengt
l, being the first and second terms, and the third term
A2l5(12r1 ih)50.0004(12r1 ih). The fourth side is the
FCNC couplingUsd , which is bounded in magnitude b
2.5310255l7, as seen in Fig. 16. Thus the FCNC four

FIG. 15. Contours for the complex FCNC couplingUsb scaled
by uVcs* Vcbu, which is the fourth side of thes-b unitarity
quadrangle.

FIG. 16. Contours for the complex FCNC couplingUds which is
the fourth side of thed-s unitarity quadrangle.
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side is at most 6% of the small third side. The angle s
tended by the small third side is then essentially the sam
that by the third and fourth sides, beingfd5A2l4h. The
triangle’s or quadrangle’s area is alsoA2l6h/2.

H. The sum rule for the CP violating B decay
asymmetry angles

It was shown before@6# that as long as the penguin dia
grams in theB decays can be neglected, that the sum of
CP violating decay angles, even with new physics contrib
tions, isp modulop. This can be seen from Eqs.~12! and
~11! where in the sum of (2a12b), the Bd mixing phase
cancels out in general, regardless of its source, and from
~13! and ~16!, where in the sum of (2g14fs), the phase
from Bs mixing cancels out. The other tree amplitude dec
phases in these equations either cancel or sum to the pha
a product of mixing matrix elements which becomes a pr
uct of absolute values squared, with zero phase. This lead
the CP violating B decay angle sum rule@6#

a1b1g12fs5p, modp. ~68!

VII. CONCLUSIONS FOR ISOSINGLET DOWN
QUARK MODELS

With much new data, it is still the case that FCNCs c
contribute significantly toBd-B̄d mixing and toBs-B̄s mix-
ing, and give contributions with new phases. In the FDQ
all sin(2a) are allowed. In the (r,h) plane, the FDQM al-
lows large regions forr<0 as opposed to ther>0 regions
in the SM, and in particular, those whereh goes to zero, both
with the present data and with the projected sin(2a) values.
In new physics models then, the SM phased, or h, can be
lo

-
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smaller, with the other phases causing much of the prese
observed CP violation. In the „xs ,sin(g)… plots in the
FDQM, all of sin(g)>0 is allowed at present in contrast t
sin(g)>0.55 in the SM, and with no approximately linea
relation as in the SM. This will require combining exper
mental results ofxs and sin(g), to find out if the results
correlate to the narrow linear region of the SM analysis. T
present range forxs is from 16 to 48 at 2-s in the SM, and
from 16 to 80 at 2-s in the four down quark model. Theb-d
unitarity triangle, scaled to unit base length, has to be m
sured to an accuracy of 0.15 or better to begin to limi
fourth side and to verify the SM against the FDQM.

Each E6 generation also contains an isosinglet@4# or ster-
ile neutrino, which may provide a connection between
quark and lepton searches for new physics in terms of es
lishing new particle representations.

The mass of the lightest singlet down quark in E6 could
be roughly related to the mixing angle by

u34
2 .mb /mD , and with uV4bu.u34<0.02 ~69!

from combined fits, that gives

mD>25003mb511 TeV. ~70!

Using the singleRb 90% C.L. limit of uu34u<0.035, which is
not as strong as the combined fits, givesmD>4 TeV. The
previous analysis@1# gave a lower limit of 1.2 TeV.
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